Conservation and modernisation
an Oxford college retrospective

Conservation and modernisation are not
mutually exclusive - at West Waddy we
are experienced in guiding Colleges as
they seek to enhance their campuses
and develop their wider assets. Our
team are experienced in balancing the
often conflicting demands of designing
for longevity, profitability, and social and
environmental enhancement.

Energy conservation in historic buildings

Data driven design methods
Significant data gathering was
undertaken to analyse primary
heat loss. Air pressure and
smoke tests (see image below)
delivered remarkable results,
demonstrating that a major
issue related to full height voids
behind panelling on perimeter
walls acting as a chimney and
permitting heated air to escape
to atmosphere at eaves level.

Energy enhancements
included preventing leakage
at eaves level, enclosing
open staircases, improved
heating controls and enhanced
insulation to roofs achieved by
re-slating using modern multifoil insulation materials (see
image left).

A second phase of works
included replacing older
gas boilers with modern
condensing types. Overall
energy savings of 40% have
been achieved equating to
250,000 kWh and 70 tonnes
of CO2 annually.

Panelling disguising significant air leakage

Image below; detailed section of energy enhancement methods

West Waddy were appointed
to undertake an energy audit
of the 1438 front quad at All
Souls College, and to propose
options for reducing energy
consumption and carbon
emissions from this medieval
Grade I listed building.
Arranged in a traditional
collegiate style with individual
staircases giving access to

Fellows’ accommodation, the
building has a high thermal
mass on the lower floors but
a low thermal mass within
attic accommodation. This
combination of part stone and
part timber posed a particular
challenge to improving energy
performance.
Images above; the Front Quad,
All Souls College

Still image from smoke test at All Souls College

Image left, space planning

Masterplan vision

study for Tiverton Museum

Space utilisation over space creation

Image below, utilisation study
for an Oxford College

West Waddy received a
Planning Excellence award
for the masterplan vision
that transformed the flagship
Gipsy Lane campus at Oxford
Brookes.

Image above, spatial
masterplan for Gipsy Lane,
Oxford Brookes

Image below, masterplan for
Lord Wandsworth College

We understand that space
on main campus is priceless.
Increasing student numbers, or
intensifying corporate functions
can lead to difficulties with
timetabling clashes.
The answer, in our experience,
is that a few strategic function
changes can achieve much
improved utilisation of existing
facilities, and therefore
avoid the need to invest in
additional and expensive new
construction.

West Waddy have acted for a
number of colleges, schools
and other organisations
undertaking space utilisation
studies to ascertain efficiency
in use of existing space and
built assets.
These studies are used to
underpin later masterplanning
work that aims to first identify
strategic and low cost
interventions which feed into a
longer term vision.

Educational clients for
whom we have undertaken
such studies and or related
masterplanning work include:
Corpus Christi
New College
Oxford Brookes
Lord Wandsworth College
Ruskin College
Abingdon School
Headington School
EF International School
Tiverton Museum

The £180M investment in
this campus followed our
comprehensive review of the
University’s 10 year estates
development plan. A key
component of this masterplan
was to reorientate the frontage
of the University to London
Road. This impressive frontage
is now a gateway landmark
en route from London.
At Lord Wandsworth College
in Hampshire, our masterplan

vision has completely
pedestrianised the campus
through the creation of a
new service road and wider
landscape improvements.
The College set an ambitious
target of 15% expansion in
student numbers within 5
years and sought advice from
West Waddy as to how to
adapt the built estate to cater
for growth. The utilisation
study at LWC highlighted that
the only department close
to full space utilisation, was
science. A new purpose-built
building has been designed
by West Waddy, achieving
planning permission in 2019.

Image below, photo of
completed porter’s lodge at
All Souls College

Modernisation where it matters most
CGI Image

CGI Image

We advised All Souls College
on enhancements to external
lighting to improve surveillance
and safety, as well as the
specification of new controlled
wrought iron gates within
the front quad archway for
additional security (see images
below).

Modern catering equipment
and cooking methods
generally require less space
than the outdated kitchen
facilities they are replacing.
As an added benefit to
modernising facilities, often
additional space can be freed
up for other uses.

Photos

The Lodge at All Souls is the
nerve centre of the College.
Our brief was to re-plan and
modernise the facility by
squeezing a considerable
number of different functions
within a very small space.
A complex 3D model was
used to help reconfigure a
multitude of services including
gas alarms, security panels, fire
alarm controls, CCTV displays,

telephone services, post
boxes, key safes and much
more. The resulting space is
crafted out of fitted oak joinery
and panelling. It presents a
serene image to the visitor
whilst hiding a powerhouse of
activity behind.
Removable panels conceal
service wiring whilst permitting
access for future upgrades.
A combination of clear and

Photo

etched glass permits a light
and airy feel to the space
whilst concealing equipment
such as computers, franking
machines and copiers.

Many College kitchens are
within listed buildings. This
requires sensitive routing
of services and ducting for
ventilation and drainage in
particular.

In the modern context of
safeguarding and security, we
understand the importance
of access control, as well
as active and passive
surveillance.

Term-time construction
work is rarely an option for
educational projects, especially
CGI photomontage

work impacting such a crucial
function as catering. We
understand the need for very
short duration works to be
coordinated over the summer
break, with strict project
managment in place.
Often works involve the use of
temporary facilities which may
also require planning consent.
The kitchen refurbishment
at All Souls College (image
above) was carried out in a
very short period. The catering
staff are now able to operate
much more efficiently out of a
logically ordered and well laid
out space.
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After decades of deteriation,
9
10
the timber and lead cupola
8
9
needed
to be replaced.
7
In8 addition to a carefully
composed
set of drawings
7
and specifications, there was 6
6
careful
management of the
5
specialist
trades during off-site
5
4
fabrication of the joinery to
4
ensure that traditional methods 3
3
and materials were carried out
2
2
as
specified.

The viability of many heritage
projects relies on grant funding
of one sort or another. West
Waddy are very familiar with
the process of seeking and
securing investment from
Heritage England and the
Heritage Lottery Fund.
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Once this funding is secured,
we understand the importance
of making sure the consultant
team pull together to deliver on
time and on budget.

Images below, the cupola repair at St
John the Baptist, Kingston Bagpuize
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Specialist conservation to preserve
historic structure and character

The cupola at St John the
Baptist church, Kingston
Bagpuize (pictured below) is a
defining feature in the skyline 12
12
of the vilage.
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Repair, conservation, and
development near to a

listed building or within a
Conservation Area requires
the utmost skill and care
in the design and detailing
of traditional materials and
construction methods.
Heritage work can range
from pure conservation as in
the example above at Manor
Farm, Ruislip, to modernisation
and adaptation. The common
starting point is to undertake a
detailed condition survey. The
collective city-centre campus

B

of the Oxford Colleges,
requires an ongoing schedule
of maintenance and inspection
to ensure buildings remain safe
and perform efficiently.
Partner Philip Waddy is
also responsible for over
25 churches in the Oxford
diocese which he inspects
every five years to ensure
repairs are undertaken
regularly. This process also
enables forecasting of longer
term conservation needs.
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West Waddy have a depth
of experience working
within the heritage sector
including Scheduled Ancient
Monuments, Grade I & II
listed buildings as well as non
listed heritage assets. Partner
Philip Waddy is an accredited
Conservation Architect who
regularly works on heritage
projects requiring Heritage
England approval.
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Areas of new stonework
subject to further investigation
some indents
some stone block replacement
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Image left, Manor Farm, Ruislip.
Images above, repairs to All Souls
College facade and chimneys

The image above shows
the careful extent of repair
detailing necessary to satisfy
conservation officers to
achieve listed building consent.
A thorough set of drawings
pays dividends on site, with
the scope of works so clearly
defined, it allows a tight control
over budget and cost.

Achieving crucial planning consents

Wider estates development;
unlocking potential assets

College landholdings are very
diverse, from redundant farm
buildings suited for residential
conversion, to large areas of
land with potential for housing
development.

Before
The historic setting of the city
centre is one of the enticing
factors in choosing to study
in Oxford. Central campus
buildings are designed to sit
within this context and to last
for centuries. However, there
are some core College facilities
which must, by thier nature be
modern, and sit outside of the
central campus bubble.
Off-site sports and recreation
facilities are part of the wider
educational offer that is
essential to the viability and

academic ambition of many
educational institutions.

schemes within the Oxford
area.

We have acted for several
schools and colleges to review
thier wider estates holdings,
and target improvement to
sports and recreation facilities
in particular.

At Magdalen College, West
Waddy secured planning
consent for a new multi-use
games area and are presently
designing a new rowing facility
on the river Thames.

From Oxford-centric sports
such as Real Tennis and
rowing, to more generalised
sports facilities for recreation,
we have achieved planning
consent for a number of varied

For Radley College we
designed the Real Tennis
Centre, which with only
43 remaining in the UK, is
a somewhat niche design
specialism (see images below).

Deciding which opportunities
have the greatest potential to
return on investment requires a
methodical review, and sound
judgement.
We have acted for a number of
landowners in Oxford and the
Thames Valley area to produce
a strategic review of multiple
sites ranking them in terms of
risk and reward.

After

Obtaining planning consent to
convert these opportunities is
key. Our planners are proactive in shaping and testing
local and national policy, and
are well-placed to advise our
clients on changes in planning
policy that make a previously
challenging site, much easier
to develop.
As a result of this process,
we have achieved success
for our clients at all scales
of development ranging
from one-off dwellings, to
masterplans for hundreds of
homes.

The images below show
a selection of recent
masterplanning projects in
Oxfordshire. As a project
progresses through feasibility
to planning, our design
drawings evolve in complexity
to communicate the design.
On the left, a high level
concept plan, in the centre,
a detailed layout drawing,
and on the right, a satellite
image overlay illustrating the
connection to a wider context.
Our interdisciplinary team
work together to take projects
through this process to
achieve planning consent.

Image above, conversion
of Oak House Barns,
Berkshire

241 new homes in Benson

169 new homes in Long Hanborough

Application for up to 1500 homes

South Oxfordshire

West Oxfordshire

North Oxfordshire
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Introducing our expert team...

n We are an integrated 
Architectural, Town Planning,
Urban Design and
Masterplanning consultancy
n We offer a strong design-led,
client-focused and results
driven service
n Our record in achieving planning
consent and delivering projects on
time and on budget, is exceptional
n We have a rich pedigree of over
130 years continuous practice
n Our team includes specialists in
conservation and heritage

Our team are interdisciplinary.
Drawing from the experience
base of Architects, Urban
Designers, Town Planners
and specialist conservation
professionals, we tailor our
interdisciplinary offer to suit the
skills required for each unique
project.

We have a significant depth
of experience in working
with educational clients in
Oxford and the surrounding
areas, as well as proactive
and established working
relationships with Local
Planning Authorities, and local
consultant networks.

Our clients benefit from this
joined-up design approach and
leadership, receiving strategic
town planning and heritage
advice at the right time.

For a free consultation to
establish how our team could
help you, please give us a call
or send us an email.

West Waddy ADP
The Malthouse, 60 East St Helen St.
Abingdon, Oxon. OX14 5EB

T 01235 523139
W www.westwaddy-adp.co.uk
E enquiries@westwaddy-adp.co.uk
@WestWaddyADP

Call to arrange a
free consultation

01235 523139

